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DOBE COMPUTING Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 7A62-18

DOBE COMPUTING was founded in 2010 and is a group of professionals who specialize in developing, manufacturing 
and selling only all-in-one data center solutions.
In particular, our 14 years of technology and experience are leading in all-in-one data center solution technology, and 
we have a number of domestic and foreign patents.

Micro Data Center 
Function and Usage : Micro Data Center (Product Name : eZDatacenter) is an aggregation 
of the components that make up a data center (HVAC, fire extinguishers, UPS, monitoring, 
etc.), allowing consumers to quickly and easily build a small data center by simply plugging 
in power anywhere.
Marketing and Selling Points : Suitable for building ultra-small data centers, you can build a 
data center just by plugging it in.
1. Build an edge computing environment / 2. AI server operation (solving noise and heat 
generation problems) / 3. financial company branches / 3. schools, universities / 4. hospitals / 
5. military facilities / 6. SOC (building a computing environment in an outdoor environment) 
/ 7. replace with cloud computing and operate with minimal computing equipment (VPN, 
L3, etc.)
Container Data Center 
Function and Usage : The containerized data center (product name: Edge Mobile 
Data Center) is suitable for the following environments because it is quick and 
easy to build a data center, and has a low cost of adoption and operation.
Marketing and Selling Points : 1. Build an edge computing environment / 2. 
Disaster recovery data center / 3. 5G communication facilities or base stations / 
4. Large-scale AI server operations / 5. military installations / 6. research facilities 
/ 7. specialized data centers that need to be moved
We can accommodate various customer requirements, and we use our own manpower and technology from design 
to production.

Year Established 2010 Type of Business Manufacturing
Website www.microdatacenter.kr Main Export Countries Qatar, Singapore, Vietnam

SNS 

Main Customer
Domestic Customers International Customers

Government, Samsung Group, CJ Group VOAM

The Person In Charge

Name Department Position
SungKyun LEE CEO CEO

Phone Mobile E-mail 
+82-31-321-7651 +82-10-3261-5435 superman@dobe.co.kr
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